
Using Python to Explore the 
ESA Astronomy Archives

ABSTRACT
The European Space Agency (ESA) space science archives hosted at the European Space Astronomy Centre (ESAC) by the ESAC Science
Data Centre (ESDC) contain many terabytes of multiwavelength data from the ESA astronomy missions: Gaia, Herschel, HST, Planck, XMM-
Newton, ISO and more. In the next few years, data from three new astronomy missions will enter the archives (Euclid, JWST and PLATO), with
a significant increase of the assets. While many astronomers are familiar with the archive web interfaces that are convenient for searching,
visualising and downloading these data, command-line data access tools are becoming increasingly popular. The ESDC has developed python
tools and astroquery modules to facilitate the scientific investigation of these data. This poster presents Jupyter notebook science cases that
include accessing the ESA Gaia archive, combining multiwavelength data from various missions and visualising the data in pyESASky.
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What is the Jupyter Notebook? 
An interactive web-based computing environment that enables users to 
create notebook documents that include: - Live code - Interactive widgets 
- Plots - Narrative text - Equations - Images: See the example below!

Python Libraries from the ESDC:
• : astroquery.gaia, astroquery.utils.tap, astroquery.esasky: 

modules to query and access data from ESA and other archives. 
• pyESASky: the Jupyter widget of ESASky: visualise astronomical data 

in ESASky within a Jupyter notebook. 

ESASky: A simple web exploration interface to facilitate data discovery 
and archival science lying on top of the astronomy archives:

Multi-target

Jupyter Notebook Science Case Example: 

Notebooks available from the ESDC: 

l and many more!

pyESASky instructions:
https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/esdc/pyESASky

Download the notebooks here! :
https://github.com/esdc-esac-esa-int/notebooks/
Or run them in Binder: no need to install any software on your computer! 
https://mybinder.org/v2/gh/esdc-esac-esa-int/notebooks/master


